
Get inspired with GT V
SLIDING SYSTEMS a funcional way to develop an interior



The trend towards sliding systems, present for several seasons,  
is impacting upon other structural building elements, replacing virtually  
any hinged front. It is an extremely universal solution effective both  
in small and large spaces, in bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens or offices.  
It proves to be the most practical solution in narrow halls  
and incommodious interiors.  



SLIDING DOOR CUPBOARDS  are perfect for office interiors due to their ergonomics.
Their use saves the space that would be necessary to mount a hinged door – this way even small 
rooms or narrow halls may be furnished with a huge cabinet for storing necessary documents 
or office accessories. They can be also used in office spaces, e.g. converting a conference room 
into two separate working rooms. If there is a need for a fast and aesthetic division of rooms or 
a distinct division of their specific functions, sliding doors will prove to be a perfect solution. This 
will optimally use the available usable space, thereby maximizing its functionality. The ease of 
use and low cost of performance are further benefits for applying this solution.

OFFICE

pop-up sockets

Pop-up power sockets 
are an easy way to hide troublesome

and unsightly cables.



SLIDING SYSTEMS are also a perfect way to develop awkward spaces – recesses, sloping  
interiors or areas under stairs – and transform them into walk-in wardrobes or practical sto-
rage areas. Sliding door systems, will be appreciated by enthusiasts of open kitchens, thanks to 
their practicality and multiple arrangement possibilities. They can be used as passage doors, 
dividing small rooms and creating new and unique spaces, what is a popular solution in today’s 
contemporary homes. 

KITCHEN

inserts

You can create order in kitchen 
drawers easily and tastefully 

using wooden Woodinset organisers. 

We recommend subtle and safe  
B226 recessed handles, 

as discreet handles  
for overlapping doors.



We recommend subtle and safe  
B226 recessed handles, 

as discreet handles  
for overlapping doors.

SLIDING DOOR WARDROBES can be extremely effective in a bedroom as well.  
They not only provide extra storage space, but they also make a bedroom look  
bigger. Thanks to their large capacities, they prevent from having clothes lying  
everywhere. Everyone may have faced such problems when arranging a small bedroom.  
Therefore, if we want to make full use of the capabilities of Your flat or house, it is worth 
investing in an ergonomic and neat solution – the Overline Plus system. This system  
is consistent with the latest design trends, focused on minimising the visibility of fittings  
and giving the most complete display of an elegant front.

handles

BEDROOM



GLAX profiles filled 
with a matching edge banding 

will make any bookcase
look stylish. 

We hardly ever have enormous space to use in the bathroom and at the same time, we want 
to enjoy a friendly interior in which laundry baskets and clothes dryers or the washing machine  
are not in the center of attention. The best solution is to use sliding systems, which You can slide 
with one hand to gain access to additional bathroom accessories. 

BATHROOM

In a small bathroom it is worth 
using multi-functional solutions, 

such as the SENIOR handle which
may serve also as a hanger.   

handles



A SLIDING DOOR  also guarantees design freedom. The doors may be filled with glass,  
mirror, coloured glass, graphics, light or thick furniture boards – depending on the effect 
required. A wide selection of materials will allow them to be matched with any décor. What is 
more, various front materials may be combined as part of a single door.
This feature is extremely important when you want to match other decorative elements in 
Your room.

GLAX profiles filled 
with a matching edge banding 

will make any bookcase
look stylish. 

LIVING ROOM

profiles
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